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Austral by Hussmann BV770
WVS Single Vertical Glass
Door Chiller - 728 Litres

$2,590.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Austral by Hussmann EE Max BV770W VS, a groundbreaking addition to the commercial display fridge market. This single
vertical glass door chiller offers a remarkable fusion of strength, efficiency, and affordability. With cutting-edge features like
natural refrigerant and inverter compressor technology, it maximizes energy consumption while maintaining optimal
performance. Boasting 728 liters of display space, it provides ample room to showcase products, enhancing merchandising and
driving sales. The fridge's ergonomic design ensures easy product access, while adjustable shelving allows for customizable
displays. Energy-efficient LED lighting adds visual impact, while its low total energy consumption helps save on costs. Tested for
product temperature compliance, it guarantees quality and reliability. With high-quality construction and a small footprint, it
maximizes display area without compromising on durability. Environmentally sustainable, it uses natural, low GWP refrigerant,
reflecting a commitment to eco-friendliness. Elevate your brand and make a lasting impression with the EE Max BV770W VS.
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Introducing the Austral by Hussmann BV770 W VS - Single
Vertical Glass Door Chiller
, the pinnacle of strength, efficiency, and affordability in commercial refrigeration. Meet the EE Max BV770W VS, a game-
changer in the realm of durability and power economy. Engineered with state-of-the-art natural refrigerant and inverter
compressor technology, this fridge maximizes efficiency while minimizing power consumption, setting new benchmarks in
energy efficiency. With an expansive 728 liters of eye-level display space, the EE Max BV770W VS elevates your merchandising
efforts, offering a captivating showcase for your products. Its ergonomic design ensures easy access to items, while adjustable
shelving accommodates diverse merchandise configurations. Enhanced by energy-efficient LED lighting, this chiller not only
reduces energy costs but also ensures a visually impactful display that leaves a lasting impression on customers.
Elevate your brand and redefine customer experiences with the Austral by Hussmann BV770 W VS. Tested for product
temperature compliance and constructed with high-quality materials, this fridge combines durability with environmental
sustainability, utilizing natural, low GWP refrigerants. With a small footprint and maximized display area, it's the perfect solution
for businesses looking to optimize space while enhancing product visibility and accessibility. Experience the fusion of strength,
efficiency, and affordability with the EE Max BV770W VS, your gateway to unparalleled merchandising excellence.

Features:

LED lighting
Digital controller display fitted
5 display levels plus base
Powder coated galvanized steel construction
Self-contained, plug and play installation
Ventilated condenser
Lockable castors
Automatic condensate removal
Maximum operating temperature 40°C
Bottom mounted refrigeration system
Colour: Black internal, Black external
Refrigerant: R290
Cord Length 2100mm
Electrical 220-240V 10A

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Hussmann

Model BV770-W-VS

Temperature Operating Range C -1°C to +5°C

Refrigerant R290

External Dimensions (mm) 800mm(W)x732mm(D)x2190mm(H)

Internal Dimensions (mm) 720mm (W) x 574mm (D) x 1685mm (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume = 728 Liters

Power Information 10A

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Austral by Hussmann BV770W VS Single Vertical Glass Door
Chiller, available at an unbeatable price. Purchase the
Hussmann BV770W VS and explore our wide range of
commercial Vertical Glass Door Chiller, all with Australia wide
delivery.
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Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $3,385.00
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